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Start in a squat on position, slow rise up, jump of choice on “here we go!” 

*There is time for all tumbling passes/skills to have a proper finish with a hold  

1. Tuck up to handstand forward roll, straddle up to handstand forward roll 

2. Chasse (can do more than one if necessary), dive cartwheel (or aerial) to the corner, 

finish, straddle jump 

3. On “wee-hee” back tumble to corner, stick it, hold finish 

4. Back extension roll back walkover (may step in and connect to) back handspring 

step out (finish skill with arms up then step feet together for jumps) ½ turning tuck 

jump, chasse, fouette (across the floor to opposite side/corner) 

5. A. (at music change) Front handspring rebound (or front handspring dive 

roll/front) from the corner to center of the floor (stick and finish with arms up!)  

B. Chasse, step, leap (straight across to side) Full pirouette at side finish facing front 

6. Eagle roll to kneeling lunge, slide into split, move back leg forwards into a seated 

pike, reach to toes, candle stick (hold at the top) stand up out of it (ideally on “here 

we go”). Chasse, hitch kick, front walkover. (0:57/on coin noise) Mario punching 

block posse jump in corner 

7. Front handspring step out, chasse, chasse, front walkover  

8. (From finishing front walkover in a lunge with arms up) the same side arm as the 

leg in front puts hand on hip, other arm comes down then pushes out and the leg on 

that same side steps forward and pivot turn to face corner, out of pivot turn arms 

come up and back leg high kicks forward into a lunge body, cartwheel, 2 side 

chasses, full turning cat leap to corner 

9. (1:13/music pauses) Dive roll from corner to center of the floor, stand up, finish 

10. Chasse, assemble, sissone, to the front center, back limber to seal stretch kick one 

foot, then the other, then splat. 



Bronze Beam Routine 

1. Jump on mount (side or end, on opposite side of dismount mat) 

2. ½ pirouette (or 2 half turns/full turn if mounted on end) 

3. Pose 1 

4. Kick, step into lunge, English handstand 

5. Step leap to end of beam 

End of first pass 

6. Leg swing turn 

7. Pose 2 to pose 3, to straddle to squat 

8. Forward roll (can put cartwheel here) 

9. Assemble two jump combo (straight tuck, or straight split, etc) 

10. Knee swing side kick  

11. Arabesque to scale 

12. Pose 4 to pose 5 

13. Dismount (front handspring, side handstand twist off, barani, etc) 
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Bronze Bars Routine 

1. Glide swing toes to the bar back to spring board jump to front support (or kip) 

2. Shoot through 

3. Leg cut out (or mill circle first) 

4. Squat on jump to high bar 

5. Long hang pullover 

6. Baby giant 

7. Back hip circle under swing to tap swing 

8. Half turn dismount or flyaway  


